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Foreword

Energy is a vital input for economic
growth. As India aims for a growth
rate of 10%, the country will need to
significantly augment energy supply to
meet the demand in various sectors.
Fossil fuels will remain the main
sources of energy production in
the coming decades.  However, there
is an urgent need to diversify our
energy sources in order to supplement
conventional energy and to promote
environment-friendly sustainable de-
velopment.

India has made significant progress
in harnessing new and renewable
sources of energy such as solar, wind,
biomass, and small hydro.  Renewable
energy is increasingly being used for a
variety of decentralized applications in
rural as well as in urban areas and in-
dustry, apart from grid power genera-
tion.  We are among the world leaders
in the development and deployment of
biogas plants, solar photovoltaic sys-
tems, solar water heating installations,
and in wind power. The key drivers
have been increasing oil prices, which
are nearing $100 a barrel; higher na-
tional priority towards diversity of en-
ergy supply; and energy security and
climate change imperatives. Conducive
policy framework and financing have
played a major role in attracting

private investments and accelerating
deployment.

Today, we have a grid power capac-
ity of over 11 000 MW, which is about
8% of our total power generation ca-
pacity.  What is more, we have pro-
vided access to electricity in over 4000
villages and hamlets through
renewables.  We have also established
major programmes in new technolo-
gies such as hydrogen energy, fuel
cells, and biofuels.   The momentum
generated so far in development and
deployment of renewables is not only
likely to be maintained but enhanced
in the ensuing Five-year Plan periods.
We have aimed at a renewable power
capacity addition of 14 000 MW during
the Eleventh Plan, commencing this
year.  The renewable power capacity of
24 000 MW in 2012 will correspond to a
share of 12% in the then projected total
generation capacity.  Apart from this,
we also propose to cover another
10 000 villages and hamlets, mainly
through solar lighting systems, and fa-
cilitate installation of 10 million square
metres of solar collector area for water
heating.

The renewable movement will need
significant strengthening of the scien-
tific and technical manpower base and
massive information and awareness



campaigns to make renewable energy a
part of our daily lives.  Renewable en-
ergy is being incorporated in the cur-
ricula at different educational levels
and renewable energy clubs are being
formed in engineering colleges and
technical institutions across the coun-
try. These aim at generating awareness
on renewable energy among faculty
and students.  The National Renewable
Energy Quiz competition was organ-
ized for schoolchildren on television
and a newsletter, Akshay Urja, pro-
vides wide-ranging information on re-
newable energy. Our media can play
an important role in spreading the
message and awareness about renew-
able energy in our cities, towns, and
villages across the country. District Ad-
visory Committees for Renewable En-
ergy have been set up and are
functioning in nearly all the districts of
the country.

I would like to compliment Dr Arun
Tripathi for his painstaking efforts in
compiling this book, which offers mul-
tiple choice questions on renewable en-
ergy.  I hope that the compilation will

be useful not only for engineering and
agricultural science students but also
for other professionals and
stakeholders working in the renewable
energy sector.  The book provides a
wealth of information on the potential,
technologies, products, and processes
related to renewable energy. It will be
useful for those engaged in renewable
energy course work in academics, as
well as aspirants of competitive exami-
nations, interviews, and quiz pro-
grammes.   I feel confident that the
publication will spread the message of
new and renewable energy far and
wide, across our country and beyond.

I wish Dr Tripathi all success in this
endeavour and hope that he will come
up with further editions of the book
containing updated information about
new developments in this emerging
and exciting sector.

Ajit K Gupta
Adviser

Ministry of New and Renewable Energy
Government of India, New Delhi
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The sun is the ultimate source of en-
ergy on the earth. The earth is blessed
with enormous amount of solar energy
that it receives every morning with the
rise of the sun. Civilizations have con-
stantly strived to exploit various forms
of energy. For several centuries, man
utilized sun’s energy only. The discov-
ery of coal and petroleum has perma-
nently changed the dynamics of energy
use by human beings. As the realiza-
tion of the finiteness of fossil fuel re-
serves dawned on humanity, the search
for alternative and renewable sources
of energy began in right earnest.

We have been using the energy of
natural resources such as sun, wind,
water, and biomass since a long time.
However, the mode of utilization has
changed with time, commensurate
with the change in our lifestyle. Rapid
urbanization and industrialization, to-
gether with mankind’s quest for a
luxurious life, have led to the growth in
per capita energy utilization in the coun-
try. Today, energy consumption is an in-
dicator of growth and progress.
Although per capita electricity consump-
tion has touched 650 kWh in India, it is
still low compared to per capita electric-
ity consumption in developed countries.

With the phenomenal growth in the
use of computers, automobiles, and

many other gadgets in our daily life, it
is imperative to have a sustainable
supply of energy. This necessitates the
exploitation of all available energy re-
sources and, among these, renewable
resources are at the forefront. It is now
an established fact that renewable en-
ergy can be an integral part of sustain-
able development because of its
inexhaustible nature and environment-
friendly features. Today, several re-
newable energy systems and devices
are in place to meet the day-to-day en-
ergy requirements of cooking, heating,
lighting, and electricity in rural and ur-
ban areas, but there is a need to create
mass awareness about their adoption.

The dispersed nature of various re-
newable energy resources, initially,
made it difficult to exploit them. Over
the years, technologies have been de-
veloped across the world, including In-
dia, to successfully utilize renewable
energy sources such as solar, wind,
hydropower, and biomass to not only
produce power for the electricity grid
but also for several stand-alone appli-
cations and decentralized power pro-
duction.

The subject of renewable energy has
been included in the curriculum at
various levels, particularly in gradu-
ate-level engineering courses and in
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Prefaceviii

agriculture-related courses. Further,
many competitive examinations have
questions on renewable energy also. In
most examinations, multiple choice
questions are asked.

I am associated with some institu-
tions for setting up the paper on re-
newable energy subject at BTech level.
These papers are normally divided into
two parts. While the first part deals
with theoretical and numerical ques-
tions, the second part has about 40–50
multiple choice/objective type ques-
tions on renewable energy. While pre-
paring these multiple choice questions,
I decided to prepare a question bank in
the form of this book. Further, I pre-
pared the questions for the ‘National
Quiz on Renewable Energy’, which
was anchored by a renowned film per-
sonality Shri Anupam Kher. It was a
unique quiz programme and 26 epi-
sodes of this quiz programme were tel-
ecast on Zee News Channel on every
Sunday at 10:00 a.m. during from 20
August 2006 to 18 February 2007.
These inspired me to write a book on
renewable energy, covering all the rel-
evant areas of this subject.

Chapter 1 presents the latest on
renewable energy development in
India to update the readers.
Chapter 2 would be helpful to those
who organize quiz programmes, par-
ticularly on renewable energy. This
book mainly contains three levels of
questions, aimed at students from vari-
ous educational levels, with major fo-
cus on the graduate students pursuing
their engineering and agriculture
courses. As the level increases,
the questions get tougher. The level I

questions are based on the basics of re-
newable energy to make the students
familiar with the subject.

The level II questions have been di-
vided into various exercises, with each
exercise containing eight questions,
one question each from eight sectors of
renewable energy. The first question in
all the exercises is on general energy,
the second question on solar energy,
third one on wind energy, the fourth
on biomass energy, the fifth question is
on energy from waste, and the sixth
one is on small hydropower. The sev-
enth question covers various new and
renewable energy technologies, that is,
hydrogen, geothermal, magneto hydro-
dynamics, and so on. The eighth ques-
tion is based on the miscellaneous
aspects of renewable energy. Thus, one
renewable energy exercise covers all
areas of renewable energy.

In the next level, level II, questions
have been framed on true/false for-
mat. These are meant as rapid fire
questions, with eight questions in each
exercise. These eight questions are
drawn from eight sectors as mentioned
earlier. Although the questions in level
II have been prepared keeping in view
the school students, these would also
be useful for the graduate students, as
the subject is new and interesting.

The level III questions are meant for
the graduate students and have been
framed in the format explained earlier
for level I questions, that is, eight ques-
tions drawn from eight sectors in each
exercise, along with questions on true/
false format.

A section on miscellaneous ques-
tions has been presented with the
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